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P.S. I have entered this code (updated) in Google search and searched for any results and found nothing, so far. A: from my
[partial] experience in similar situation, I would perform the following: running cmd with elevated rights run "CMD /S /C ps

aux | findstr "IBExpert\" which process belongs to the GUI, so I would kill that by executing "CMD /S /C taskkill /f /IM
ibexpert-tool.exe /T" run taskmanager, and check which process currently starts the GUI, close all, and launch it again A semi-

automated offline method for in vivo (18)F-FDG PET quantification in LNCaP tumor-bearing rats. We aimed to evaluate a
novel semi-automated method of (18)F-FDG PET quantification in LNCaP tumor-bearing Sprague-Dawley rats. Four

microPET scans of LNCaP tumor-bearing rats were acquired on an Inveon R4 microPET/computed tomography
(microPET/CT) scanner over a period of 6 hours. The PET data were reconstructed using a commercially available

reconstruction algorithm and quantified using a previously developed in-house, semi-automated segmentation and analytical
method. This method was applied to another group of rats on the following day and 2-hour dynamic PET scans were acquired.

To determine the accuracy of the in vivo method, a reference sample was obtained from the tumor-bearing rats and was
processed to yield an ex vivo standard solution. The (18)F-FDG in the standard solution was then used to calculate the percent
recovery of (18)F-FDG in the tumor-bearing rats. The (18)F-FDG PET quantification measured using the two methods were
compared using Pearson's correlation analysis. The (18)F-FDG PET quantification using the reference standard and the semi-
automated offline method were r(2)=0.98 and r(2)=0.96, respectively. In conclusion, this approach provides a high correlation
with ex vivo data as well as several potential advantages over the standard method including use of ex vivo tissue samples with

minimal animal exposure and technical involvement, time saving, and operator independence.The subject matter disclosed
herein relates to an automatic energy-saving mode for an electrical device. More particularly, the present invention
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